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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which data objects are allowances assigned to?
A. Subscription
B. Subscriber Account
C. Charging Item
D. Provider Contract
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have configured an OSPF stub area. The routes in the stub
area require external reachability.
Which statement explains how OSPF meets this requirement?
A. The ABR will generate a 0.0.0.0/0 martian route in the area.
B. The ABR will flood Type 5 LSAs into the area.
C. The ABR will generate a 0.0.0.0/0 default route in the area.

D. The ABR will flood Type 7 LSAs into the area.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reachability for routes external to OSPF is achieved via a 0/0
default route injected by the ABR.
References:
https://forums.juniper.net/jnet/attachments/jnet/Learning/58/2/
AJNR_Module02_OSPF- Stub_5-1-0_Alpha.ppt

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following more closely describes the combustibles
in a Class
B-rated fire?
A. Liquid
B. Gas
C. Paper
D. Electrical
Answer: A
Explanation:
The correct answer is C. Paper is described as a common
combustible
and is therefore rated a class A fire. An electrical fire is
rated
Class C. Gas is not defined as a combustible.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the exhibit.
Community lists are configured for the PE hub and spoke VPRN.
Which communities should be exported by the VPRN service on
PE1?
A. "Spoke.Sites" and "Hub_Site"
B. "Hub_Site"
C. No communities should be exported
D. "Spoke_Sites"
Answer: B
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